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Abstract- In homeopathic medicine, there exist components of 
pharmacists that shape and conform groups of integral mono-
pharmacists [1], whose specialized actions at quantum level are 
the recovery and strengthening of the will, of its organizational 
power and of its power regenerating of every organic system, 
like a factor lost in the mind-body to reach its total healthy 
state and endow organism to provide the body its power 
achieving anticipative their immunization and cure. Realizing 
some quantum medicine actions and its combination through 
integral mono-pharmacists belonging to some D12-groups, it is 
possible to obtain this recovery and strengthening process of 
the mind on the body, spilling quantum intelligence codes [2], 
through the programming of path integrals on the vital field, of 
all and every part of the human body helping it to recover its 
electronic organic memory. Due to the nature of these actions, 
these same methods can be induced for the treatment of 
symptoms of mental illnesses. 

Keywords- Integral Mono-pharmacist; Path Integrals; 
Quantum Intelligence Codes;  Restoring Action; Vital Field 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The relation between mind and matter is realized 
through a quantum jump and only succeeded to this level. In 
the quantum mechanics, all the particles like package of 
energy and works like points of transformation (states 
defined by energy densities). 

The vital field in the matter of an organ of B is 
evidenced like answer between these energy states, as it is 
explain in the Feynman diagrams. Due to that existing 
duality between wave and particle, a duality also exist 
between field and matter in the nature sense. Both dualities 
are isomorphic in the sense of interchange of answers of 
interaction of a field. The states of the mind have energy 
densities that respond to the state changes of others [3]. 
There is one of the central ideas of the integral medicine. 

 “The integral medicine applies treatments of quantum 
medications that produce quantum transformations 
appropriate to establish an answer of the states of energy of 
the Part B, to cure establishing an image of the field X(B), 
adapted in same resonance, vitality and bio-rhythm of the 
healthy points of the whole body B. This last for the 
synergic principle of the actions of the field (Postulate 3, in 
[3]), and due to the metabolic program that has the body 
with tendency to an auto-regeneration.” 

A deviation on the lines of the vital field consists in an 
inadequate re-interpretation of the body to assimilate in 
some conditions that it is given into ambit or their proper 
fragile condition of the body to assimilate the correct 
information of the nutrients and signals of the vital process 
to cellular developments. Likewise, if we consider the 
deviation from the Table I, in the last arrow, as x(s) = x(s) 
− xc(s), where x(s), is the new information that constantly is 
received for the body in their interaction with the life, and 
xc(s), is the classic information learned by the body (not 
correct necessarily, (here is where begin a suffering)), along 
with their life treating adequate to a situation not necessarily 
correct to the organism, it is necessary to apply the 
corrective actions so that the body returns their original 
healthy state, recovering its energy. In this point, when the 
illness appears, the body learns habit and forgets their 
correct state. Then the integral mono-pharmacists help body 
to recover their electronic memory from the best basic level, 
which is the atomic level [3]. 

TABLE I RELATIONS BETWEEN ACTIONS (CORRECTIVE AND RESTORING), 
REPRESENTATIVE INTEGRAL MEDICINE GROUP, STRINGS, REFLECTIONS AND 

FIELD OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION TABLE CONSIDERED TO THE 
MONO-PHARMACIST [1]  

 

II. D12-GROUPS OF MONO-PHARMACISTS WITH ACTIONS IN 
THE SOMA 

In the last years, by the research of pharmacists of 
integral medicine that treat the affections and mental 
symptoms [1], there have developed formulas of integral 
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mono-pharmacists, and of certain synthesis of organic 
metals [4], that collaborate  to the stability mind/body 
through the treatment of the somas and the elimination of 
the production of certain substances on the part of the 
human body, which derive like secondary products of the 
free radicals called by the theory of the soma [5], “miasmas”. 

Such actions of stability mind/body are carried out by 
the strengthening of the psyche of the patient through the 
strengthening of their will filling with objectivity of its 
conscience to make her healthy. These pharmacists are 
represented by Gelsem and Ignamara principally. They 
produced a major effect that the basic patents of versions of 
medicines created in 1997 [6], [7], and they have a major 
biotechnical depth rather than medicines created in not 
integral laboratories of some big pharmaceutical 
laboratories. An easy way to comply with the journal paper 
formatting requirements is to use this document as a 
template and simply type your text into it. 

In integral medicine, the somas are re-interpreted like 
altered states of the psycho that provokes changes of 
temperatures due to topological knots [3], that are created in 
the nervous system and that are a reflex of the soma 
degraded by the absence of a suitable balance of exchange 
of temperature with the media. Such is the case for example, 
illnesses associated with the respiratory system. In this case, 
the treatments of integral medicine must be realized under a 
combination of quantum factors that establish the correction 
and restoration of the thermodynamic exchange [8]. Such is 
the case of the homeopathic patent [9], to compose for 
treatment of colds and associated symptoms. In this 
treatment, the homoeopathically designed composition 
comprising zinc and dilute amounts of Allium cepa and 
Aconite napellus for the alleviation of symptoms of a cold is 
provided. The composition may further comprise 
Antimonium crudum, Bryonia alba and Gelsemium. This is a 
new formula with more actives given by combination 
factors, where the additional factor is Gelsesium.  

Diverse allergies also are eliminated using quantum 
factors like the Gelsesium, such is the case, for example, 
some versions as the composition comprising effective 
amounts of Thussilago petasites (butterbur) and dilute 
amounts of Ambrosia artemisiifolia [9]. According to 
various aspects, the present invention may further comprise 
combinations of Allium cepa, Echineacea angustifolia, 
Euphrasia officinalis (eyebright), Pulsatilla nigricans, 
Pothos foetidus, Ignatia amara (St Ignatius' bean), and 
Thuja occidentalis (Tree of Life) to synergistically and 
additionally alleviate the symptoms of an concomitant 
allergy since that appears through the ingestion of certain 
food or interaction with the media. In the case of the 
homeopathic, components Ignatia and pulsatilla that 
conform the group D12 of integral mono-pharmacists [7]. 
Their actions are the recuperation and strengthening of the 
will as a factor lost in the somatic code of the body (see 
Table II).   

TABLE II SOME RESOLVING D12-MONOPHARMACISTS MORE IMPORTANT [1]-
[7] 

# 
D12-Monopharmacists 

Mono-Pharmacists Organic 
System Action 

1 Gelsem 
Psychological 
and Nervous 

System 
Correction 

2 Bervul Digestive 
System Correction 

3 Colocuc 
Skeletal and 

Muscle 
Systems 

Correction 

4 Bryal Immunological 
System Restoration 

5 Histol 
Electrical 
Charge 
System 

Restoration 

6 Pulsani 
Psychological 
and Nervous 

System 
Correction 

7 Bellatrop 
Micro-Control 

or Cellular 
Micro-Circuits 

Modulator 

In all these sufferings, the constant factor is the part of 
the nervous system affected by the psychological factor. 
Their effectiveness of the mono-pharmacist, is their capacity 
to invest little energy (= Joules × 10−34) to realize a deep 
action (see Fig. 1).   

 
Fig. 1 The psychoanalytic effectiveness of the mono-pharmacist on integral 

medicine versus depth (This energy was calculated with the following 
experimental equation M = RaEl, from the quantum integral transform 

studied in [3]) 
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Considering the minimum energy of each mono-pharmacist, which is 
according to it predicted by the Theorem 1, from [1] (The formula is a short 

manner of the integral transform where Ra, is dim), and El, this is what is 
between brackets) 

In some cases, the mono-pharmacists for the nervous 
system must realize energy displacements to recover the 
force of the field in its holistic shape [1]. Such is the case of 
mono-pharmacist Pulsani, whose action of displacement 
turns out to be reflected in the strengthening of the will of 
the patient to be treated duplicating the auto-cure factor of B. 
Also combining it with other quantum mono-pharmacists, it 
can realize tasks of psychological healing (see Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2 By the properties recognize + displacement = φ(1)δ(0 − 1) + (1)u(0), 

with an evolution change given by exp(tX), we have the curve of 
recovering of the will. This graph corresponds to the action of Pulsani, the 

continuous strengthen of the will 

III. D12-GROUPS OF MONO-PHARMACISTS WITH ACTIONS IN 
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM 

From the analysis realized in the Theorem 1 (F. Bulnes), 
and as a direct consequence of the postulate of mind/body 
given in [2], we have conjecture (F. Bulnes, and F. H. 
Bulnes, Sr) that all illness or sufferings of the organic 
system begins in the digestive system which is the first to be 
directly affected by the mind.  

The digestive system is one of the most sensitive parts of 
the organism, which receives straight the affective signs of 
the concomitant psyche on the nutrients that provide with 
energy the body [8]. In the deepest level, the food in itself 
takes codes of quantum intelligence [1] that collaborates to 
the electronic memory of the organs of the digestive system 
to realize its digestive functions. Then its interaction is 
realized straight between the psychological and material part 
of the organism. 

On the other hand, the fundamental organ of the 
digestive system is the liver, which also is an organic 
recipient of the emotions, producing enzymes and chemical 
components jointly with the concomitant actions of the 
psyche at the moment of the ingestion, deriving also, the 
useful intelligence codes for the whole body. This confirms 
that the cause that it contains all other in a suffering of the 
digestive system is of nervous type and therefore mentally 
[1]. 

Studies realized in integral medicine have led to the 
design and production of medical patents [9], [10] that are 
going to reinforce the restorer action of the liver using a 
mental stabilizer that helps the liver to recover their 
electronic memory, spilling a code of intelligence that 
contains the corresponding code of intelligence of the 
electronic memory of the liver, being a narrow relation with 
the digestive system, as for the production of neuro-peptides 
that control some bacterial systems as the helicobacter 

pilori taken charge of the treatment of lipids and some 
chemical derivatives of the lipids obtained by the pancreas 
and liver in the region of the duodenum which changes its 
helicity when the individual has stress. 

Psychological factor are responsible for the expectation 
of the bad functioning of the pancreas doing a deficient 
digestion in the many cases. Basing on the principle of mind 
- body on the conjecture of anything suffering is the loss of 
healthy conscience of the organ [1], which is an effect of the 
fragmentation of the mind-body of the one that presents a 
suffering and of which the registered dispersion is their 
spectral effect (see the anomalous diagram of string in Fig. 
3). It is necessary to apply a medicine to correct the 
underlying neurosis in the visible effects at organic level, 
together with a diet adapted with a restorer of type 
supplement (not vitamin nutrients because there can be 
presence of sarcomas).  

 
Fig. 1  The corresponding anomalous string graph [2] 

The action of applied integral medicine might have to be 
one that is anticipated to the negative actions in the 
digestive system, produce the somas that realized actions on 
the thin intestine at a level mind - body, inside the specific 
region of the pancreas. Then the action of integral medicine 
that would be applied is: 

Corrector + restoring = Bervul + [Nutrali-9 + mineral salts],                                        
(1) 

 where the supplement Nutrali - 9 + mineral salts [3], will 
correct the subjacent energy in the pancreatic-duodenal zone, 
whose charges have been reversed the polarity of bacterial 
groups of the intestinal flora (like the helicobacter pilori). 
By doing that aggressors turn these reagents of protective 
type, alter the pH of the patient. This mechanism is the 
promoter to the carcinogenic cells. The restorer in this case 
must contain an opposite helicity to the anomalous one in 
these bacterial agents, reorganizing their electronic field 
code. Nevertheless the anticipatory action of Bervul, on 
having corrected pancreatic fabric, the elimination of the 
gastric infections and gastric pains that were making alike 
the symptoms as others infections like diarrhea, they make 
possible the reversion of the sarcoma, which, on not having 
degraded products of a pancreas regenerated by Bervul, not 
capable of gestating anomalous cells, clearly, submitting 
also the patient inside this treatment, to the systems of 
feeding adapted in schedules and light nutrients that 
promote the helicity initiated for Nutrali-9 + mineral salt in 
the helicobacter of the intestinal flora. Nevertheless, the 
observation of the nervousness system of many patients that 
presents irritability and neurasthenia, it becomes necessary 
the application of a mono-pharmacist of integral medicine 
that was correcting the nervous disorder of the patient, 
which collaborates for the anomalous state of the duodenum. 
In fact in a study on the route continued for the gestation of 
the duodenal anomaly in a patient with these emotional 
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characteristics, one concludes that the disorder in his 
duodenum is stemming from the loss of healthy memory of 
his liver and pancreas (loss of their normal functions), to 
assimilate the necessary nutrients and the elimination of the 
unnecessary substances for his body B. 

To their total cure, it requires the application of a mono-
pharmacist of integral medicine with deep corrective 
defined in (1), and with the action of electronic memory 
emptied 01111010110101111010111110, [1], [2] (binary 
code obtained by the mono-pharmacist Gelsemium Γ2006, 
of their corresponding transition graph G, [1]), which it was 
sick to their mind-body their healthy psycho-somatic state, 
simulating the action of Gelsem in their organic similar [7], 
(that is to say, in the liver). 

It is invite to the patient to realize some practices with 
cold water, like baths of seat, and establish adequate horary 
to eat healthy food (full in fibre, avoiding irritants and fat 
animals). To the respect in last point, also it is necessary for 
the application of the corrective action given by Ignamara + 
restoring, since it is necessary to correct the function of 
metabolic cell, such as some bacterial groups of the 
intestinal flora. The questions were: Which is the order of 
application of these integral medicines? Will these be able 
to be applied at the same time or with alternation of the 
integral medicines? An analysis of cause-effect and the 
diagnostic route are observed in the diagnosis device used to 
a patient, which makes to conclude: 

eNeurosis ⊃ eliver = pancreas ⊃ eDuodenum             (2) 

Really the effective energy ( “out” “in” value 
of energy used in the process of action of restoration by 
half-contours) comes given for [1], [2]: 

E  = αE0 + ∆E –                               (3) 

where  = i1/2Γ(γ) = 1/2, [1], [2] is the effective energy 
value necessary to reverse the increase of soupiest sarcoma 
in B (possibility). The conclusion of this case is no possible 
existence of sarcomas and the apparent infection of 
digestive system is an altered state in the conscientious level 
of the mind-body. The diagram of strings includes the 
diagram of strings given by Bervul + Ignamara [7] (Fig. 4).  

 

Fig. 4 The code given include the codes of change of polarity, where these 
are recovered by the restorer [7]-[11], given for Change polarity = Nutrali9 

+ Mineral salts, the which are the specific mineral salts [7]-[11], of the 
immunity system to this case. The code 101101, is more short but with 

equal action that the intelligence code given by Gelsemium (the line 
shortest in path is given by  [1]-[12]). So only this last stay 

include in the action of restoration of liver of the patient given by the code 
which have twelve digits of the deep action 

01111010110110110110111110 

IV. HEALTH INDUCTIONS OF THE D12-MONO-PHARMACISTS 
ACTIONS TO MENTAL SYMPTOMS 

In some medical procedures of homeopathic level, the 
combination of quantum factors is realized by a lot of 
successes for the prevention of concomitant illnesses. Such 
is the case of the immune-modulators [7], which through a 
combination of D12- groups of mono-pharmacists realizes an 
elimination of concomitant factors and is an assistant for the 
medication of the immunological system.  

The immunological system depends on the anticipative 
power that has the organism of the body for the recognition 
of the metabolic functions for the prevention of illnesses, 
which is in the psyche of the organism, which as we have 
mentioned is governed by the mind on the body, creating the 
healthy quantum states in the space-time of the mind-body 
[13]. 

When the creation of the quantum states is not realized 
satisfactorily (for absence of a suitable recognition of the 
real psychic situations), these crowd (superpose), producing 
bundles of energy caught by the mechanisms of resistance 
of the conscious and pre-conscious one, (having an 
emotional weight) producing the conflict between the 
conscious and the unconscious [14]. Then a psychological 
symptom appears. 

Many of the illnesses (of fact, all the illness) are caused 
by the appearance of a psychological symptom, which 
appears by the absence of a rational conciliation between the 
parts R, and affective E, of the mind M [14]. 

Nevertheless, the actions of certain D12-mono-
pharmacists can be induced for the entire remedy (total cure) 
of mental illnesses and the prevention of appearance of 
psychological symptoms are an origin of many illnesses of 
organic type, for example, the cancer appearance is in much 
for causes of rancor and continuous bitterness, the anxiety in 
continuous and supported form produces diabetes, etc. 
Recent modern studies of the theory of the soma confirm 
these cases [5]. 

Using the Table III and the transformation law of a 
symptom is given for: 
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TABLE III THE CASE WHEN  R > E, NOT EXISTS PSYCHOLOGICALLY, SINCE 
THERE CANNOT BE LACKING IN CEREBRAL ACTIVITY IN A LIVING PERSON 
WITHOUT AT LEAST A CASE OF ORIGINAL CONSCIENCE, THE CASE R = 0, 

ONLY EXIST IN CLINICAL CASES WHEN THERE IS CEREBRAL DEATH OR COMA, 
THE CONSCIENCE IS GIVEN BY  OC = 0 

Quantum Relations in the Space-Time of  the Mind Symptoms 

Relations between E, 
and R 

Harmonic 
Propagator 

Space-
Time 

Psychological 
Symptoms 

Disconnection or 
Discordance between 

E, and R 
(Never It is Find) 

Theta-waves 
(Vanishing of 
Alpha-waves) 

E ∩ R = 
∅ 

All Type 
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MadnessE > R 

Theta-waves 
and Delta-
waves (for 
example, 

Schizophrenia) 
Beta-waves in 

Different 
Intensity or 

Potency 

E ⊃ R 

Emotive 
Sickness, 
Phobias, 

Psychosis, 
Schizophrenia 
Certain Grade 
of Fanatics, 

Psychopatholo
gies of Loving 

life 

R ≠ 0 (E = 0) 
Only of Beta 
and Theta-

waves 
R Psychopaths, 

Serial Killers 

We can establish three fundamental treatments of the 
mind by the weight w(t, s), and their evolution (that is to say, 
the emotional content of the symptom that prevents the 
intelligence I, given by (6), is to arrange thoughts in 
memory (in such circumstances, the memories overlap, 
without them having a normal order): 

 A treatment of integral medicine that balances and 
arranges the affections (the individual recovers the 
calmness). 

 A treatment that strengthens the will (the individual 
recovers the force of his own one I (will)). In this point 
there are eliminated all the addictive predispositions, which 
have debilitated the will of the individual. The individual 
can recover of symptoms schizoids or of multiple 
personalities. It eliminates the irrational fanaticism. 

 Finally a treatment that promotes the early recognition 
of the object or psychic situation that appears (that is to say, 
it realizes recognition purely rationally before the affective 
part acts producing distortions in the unconscious one). The 
mind becomes objective and not subjective. The space - 
time is robust and is not propitious at the symptoms entry. 

Likewise, these fundamental treatments can be applied 
by Table Ⅳ  of mono-pharmacists of integral medicine 
belonging to the group D12, of the Gelsesium [7]: 
TABLE IV MONOPHARMACISTS OF INTEGRAL MEDICINE AND FUNDAMENTAL 

CURES  

# 
D12-Monopharmacists 

D12- Mono-
Pharmacists 

Correction 
Action 

Fundamental 
Treatment 

1 Gelsem 

Mielinized 
Fabric, 

Migraines, 
Fabric Glial, 
Depression 

Emotively Cure, 
Devolve Calmness 

2 Ignamara Distresses, 
Serotonin 

It Strengthens Will, 
Inhibition of the 

Anger, the Inhibition 
of the Aggression, 

Good Mood 

3 Medigin 

Elimination of 
Toxins That 

Not Permits A 
Clear Thought 

Clearly, Good 
Perception 

4 Pulsani Histamines 

Anticipated 
Recognition,                  

Correct Possible 
Neurologic 

Degenerations 
That Cans Derive in 

Madness 

V. ADDITIONAL PROPERTIES IN THE PROGRAMMING 
ANALYSIS OF PATH INTEGRALS TO QUANTUM CURE OF 

THE MIND BODY 

The following properties are added to the already 
considered ones in [1]. These are applicable in the cognitive 
exchange of perception of the mind and its relation with the 
rational and affective parts of the mind. Also we consider 
the dual space of the string graphs corresponding to the 
cyber-quantum logic Q1, 0. 

A. Elimination of the Displacement of Objects for Denial 
(They do not Conceal it or Protect) 

i. u(1) = δ(1) + u(0),  with the definition to u(1), see Fig. 
5, while 







∀
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)(,0)1(
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waveonlyparticletherenotisifu
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Fig. 5 Displacement of objects to alleviate the emotional lead for incapacity 

from the part of the intelligence of the mind 

The corresponding graphs are the deduced in an integral 
topology given by [12]-[15]. 

ii. Elimination the existence of weight of emotional 
contents for fear (they do not evade it, if they recognize it): 

φ(1)δ(1 − 0) = φ(0) = 0,(Not Recognize)               (6)                                
    φ(1)δ(0 − 1) = φ(1) = 1,(Recognize)                   (7) 

In the first identity, does not recognize the presence of 
symptom since in this part their state is a photon or wave 
(undetectable). In the second identity, it is a question of a 
particle, the electron (detectable). 

iii. Elimination of the change of sign (polarity) that 
retract and fold over the symptom (do not feed it or consent): 

Postulate. “The proliferation of the states wants to be 
avoided positron states, that is to say the states of the form 
φ(−1), (the electronic antiparticles states to avoid dispersion) 
cannot be more than the electronic states φ(1), and φ(0)”  

iv. Elimination of the states of negative conciliation of 
the symptom (they do not carry it): Let (−1), a antiparticle 
state of the electron (positron). Then it haves the laws of 
parity: 



−

=−
,),1(

),1(
)1(

pairisif
oddisif

φφ
φφ

φ
              (8) 

with the properties: 
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φ(−1) = −φ(−1) :  ,                       (9) 
and     
     φ(−1) = φ(1) :    =    

+  ,                                                (10) 

Remember that the −1-lines [1] are contours then if φ, is 
pair it is had: 

 (11) 

If φ(−1) is odd then  φ(−1) + φ(1) = 0, and if φ(−1) is pair, 
then  φ(−1) + φ(1) = 1. 

B. Conscientious Level (Fundamental Relation between 
Inhibition-Impulse)  

a) w(s, t)φ(−1) ≤ φ(1)U0(s, t) (the inhibition given by a 
weight and move back is minor than or equal to the state of 
energy move up and it evolves always for forward with t ≥  
s). 

b) Emotional lead: 

1. If φ(−1) is odd, then φ(−1)δ (1) = −φ (1) [u (1) − u (0)] 
= −φ (1) δ (1). 

2. If φ(−1) is pair, then φ(1)δ (1) = φ(0)δ(1). 

v. In the space-time M, to quantum level, the following 
table III, is the table of records or memories with present 
experiences with anticipate value due to psychological 
perturbation (Table Ⅴ) 

TABLE V THE PAST AND FUTURE IN THE QUANTUM SCATTERING 
PHENOMENA [15] 

 Particle, String and          
φ(1) 

Anti-Particle, String 
and 

        φ(−1) 

Input   φ(1)   
Positive Future 

−φ(1)   
Negative Future 

Output 
   φ(1)   

Positive Past         
−φ(1)   

Negative Past 

Def. 1 A psychological perturbation is a process of 
scattering risked by the particle with negative potential 
effect of energy (Fig. 6). 

  
a)                                          b) 

Fig. 6 a) The energy in this Feynman diagram is the given by Eoutput = W− = 
−E,  (negative boson in the field ba

µν,of mind (see the Theorem (1)). Then 

their path integral to output energy is: Iαβ = ∫C0(Γ)φ = −1. b) Cube of the 
net of the mental field X of the mind M. This is the 3-dimensional cube to 

arrangements in 000-box [15] 

Proposition V. 1 Let only four causes to a psychological 
perturbation that creates a symptom: annoyance, fear, fault 
and sadness. The mono-pharmacist group of Gelsem, can 
prepare to the mind against these causes. 

Proof. First is proving the only existence of four causes 
of a symptom. After to prove that the effect given by the 
group D1, 2, in the anti-symmetric tensor ba

µν, (in the field of 
the mind) [16], [17], it does not leave any space to the 
mentioned causes of a symptom.  

The annoyance, fear, fault, and sadness are emotional 
loads that create altered states in the conscientious state 
Oc(x(s)), as was established in the theorem given in [1]. It is 
only necessary consider the mind like an arrangement of 
indistinguishable particles with two fundamental quantum 
states with spins 1, and 0, is to say of bosons type [18], 
where not exist limit to the number of particles that they 
occupy in the arrangements. Then we could have in general 
that 

 
If consider the net of cubes that conform the mental field 

X, of M, we can consider the arrangements in 000-boxes 
calculated in these cubes [19] (must be of this manner since 
the material particles in this interaction are anchored to the 
brain C (see Fig. 6)). Consider the formula that computes the 
total number of distinguishable arrangements of the ni, 
particles (in the interaction and interchange of thoughts in 
the mind the unique particles that acts in the process of 
thought are: electron, anti-electron (positron), photon) with 
n(φi), states with spins 1, and 0, in only one 000-box [20]: 

,4
23
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Causes
φ
φ       (12) 

This cause is transmitted from cube to cube, in the 
space-time of the mind proliferating the mental sickness 
(Table III). The calculation becomes more complicated 
considering all the cubes. By the Theorem 1, [3], Postulate 4, 
with additional properties given by IV), and the 
classification given in the Table 1, the four causes are the 
established by our statement. 

In the boson field like the given in the mind [18], the 
transitory of the thoughts pass without alteration in their 
electromagnetic composition, since an equilibrium exists 
between the equality of absorption-emission of radiation 
that is reached in the equalization of the levels of absorption 
and emission [20]. The existence of Bosons does not permit 
vanishing states for scattering states (principle of Bose-
Einstein distribution). As the four causes of symptom are 
due, the existence of scattering states then the establishment 
of a boson field that controls the quantum mind is necessary 
(see the Fig. 7). For other side, Gelsem determined by two 
strings [1] conforms to the absorption-emission process 
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given by the bosons in a complete interchange of energy and 
share of electrons.  

 
Fig. 7 Modelling from boson-shape distribution in localizing of symptoms 

in the mind by cerebral signals with low interchange electrons [1], [3], [15], 
[20].  

VI. ONE CASE OF OBSESSIVE NEUROSIS WITH AFFECTED 
SOMA [8] 

The obsession is a psychic disorder characterized by the 
irruption in the thought of a feeling or idea that appears to 
the subject without explanation, but that it comes 
nevertheless from its own psychic activity, being also a 
repetitive and persistent phenomenon. As any symptom, the 
individual cannot eradicate their action or their effects in his 
affective sphere E. In the obsessive neurosis, it is currently 
to find an excessively rigid and even cruel superego with the 
ego of the subject. A superego or moral conscience that 
controls continuously the subject is ready to hunt it to the 
minimal slip-up [22]. But not only this moral superego facet 
was controlling it, there was an intellectual superego that he 
was required to his conscience, keenness metal and a rapid 
discernment in any topic for very simple this one to be 
(allowing him not even the minor mistake in the 
discernment). In resume, the life of Ramiro was full of ritual, 
manias, and fears based in an insecure, distressed 
personality and little identified with him ego. In this point 
applying our study, his part of superior conscience  Oc

≈ was 
debilitated and fragmented, having an indeterminate value, 
throwing a function Oc = Oc

o(?) = ? (there is not objective 
there is confusion), which generates the symptom of his 
behaviour. 

As another typical position of the neurotic obsessive one, 
is his suspicion to the authority, which in this case is the 
authority of the psychologist. His position before the 
authority is usually quite ambivalent, that is, aggressive 
feelings arise so soon affectionately. The problem of the 
neurotic obsessive one is that he needs them help him 
desperately, but he does not accept the help, for considering 
that the psychotherapist could control his thoughts  

discovering his affections that it is zealously hidden and that 
as it has been mentioned control the part R. Of the 
individual across this illness typified like emotional (to see 
Table III). For him, to accept the help or the education is to 
stay below. So Ramiro refuses a traditional psychotherapy, 
although at the moment, for causes of an allergy that it was 
presenting in the skin like momentary annoyance in several 
areas of the body, they make it come to the integral 
medicine to treat the above mentioned allergy [1]. 

One preliminary study inside the frame of integral 
medicine, it reveals that the coetaneous eruptions owed to a 
bad handling of the temperature of his body on the part of 
his peripheral nervous system. These were the effects that 
were demonstrated across the annoyance of the skin. 
Nevertheless, the absence of such effects is controlled by an 
area of the base of the brain called hypothalamus. Then the 
bad functioning of his regulatory nervous system of the 
temperature was beginning from the hypothalamus, doing it 
at least from an organic level across an organic action of the 
hypothalamus that had to be corrected. One proceeds to an 
action of correction given for A2001 + Ignamara, who 
corrects the voltage-amperage stability [2], in the nervous 
centres of the hypothalamus. This action of some forms was 
compared to the action applied by Gelsem + Histol, in the 
increase of the capacity of resistance of the hypothalamus to 
the reception of symptoms related to the affective part of the 
individual. This medical similitude of both actions of 
integral medicine [19], proves that the content of the allergy 
presented by the individual was of psychological type. The 
individual presents a progress as for not having any more 
indications of the allergy, and major calmness is observed in 
him. A combination of Gelsem + Pulsani, [2]-[7], helps the 
patient to recover the calmness, increasing his restraint on 
having anticipated his rational part to the affective one 
eliminating the ambush of his affective sphere that were not 
making it see with objectivity the vivid situation. One 
manages to eliminate in the patient the construction of 
preconceived ideas fed on one hand affective unstable that it 
and the superego were in constant conflict for the tension 
created between, for his ego trying to control [22], 
treatments on the recognition of ego. 

Ramiro began to show an image of him that scarcely he 
had imagined. It had been liberated of the mental stakes that 
had it imprisoned as soon as he could realize, thanks to the 
medication of Pulsani, of the erroneous sense of his 
obsessive and ritual ideas. I go so far as to understand that 
the obsessive ideas had to do with the aspect of instability 
created by a symptom of obsessive neurosis that was 
handling badly the impulse-inhibition process, due to a 
fallacious code that had been spilled from his childhood by 
a strict moral education that had filled information hollows 
in his slightly formed conscience of erroneous codes, 
creating this way a false information of himself. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of the integral medicine is to generalize in a 
limited number of mono-pharmacists or to generalize the 
methods of the quantum medicine for exploration and entire 
healing of the body, through a bundle of light of special 
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characteristics and that could be dosed and controlled 
containing the actions of all and every one of the mono-
pharmacists of integral medicine.  

This mono-pharmacists integration seems natural of 
happening due to the inclusion of the quantum codes of 
intelligence of all the mono-medicines in a few mono-
medicines of integral medicine. The new mono-pharmacists 
like the mentioned in the Tables II, and IV, demonstrates the 
fact that, the new obtained quantum products have quantum 
factors with major potency and effectiveness including the 
actions of the others mono-pharmacists (as was showed in 
the example given in the Title III, and in the clinical case 
explained) and are less numerous. 

Finally propose a device of research process of the brain, 
based on the results enunciated in the theory of the symptom 
and using the corollary and all properties of the title IV, 
grasp also the logic algebra M0, 1 [15]. This apparatus that 
we call BOSONSHAPE (boson topography) use the 
principles of the Higgs spectra and the quantum interaction 
between particles and anti-particles to analyse the changes 
in the neuron-metabolism during the cerebral activity. The 
particles deteriorate some others producing detectable 
dispersion [15], [18], [20] (see Figs. 8, 9). This activity is 
measured by implication the presence of a psychic symptom 
or psychic anomalous activity, which must be eliminated 
strengthening the quantum mind, across a correct bosons 
bundle whose radiative field [1], let the mono-pharmacists 
given in integral medicine [1]. 

  
Fig. 8 Using one microscopic cybernetic net (space-like H1(A, B)) 

isomorphic to the cyber-quantum net (space-like H2(A, B)) given with the 
nano-cubes  [19]-[21], like in the Fig. 6 b), we can detect certain brain 

activities through electromagnetic scattering. Using Bellatrop like 
modulator, we can analyze the mental corrective actions in each micro-

control or cellular micro-circuits [15], in the different zones of the brain. 
Remember that all actions of the Brain are connected with the emotional 

and perception of the world 

 
Fig. 9 The mono-pharmacist series to psychological sufferings belonging to 
the Group D12, of integral medicine [1], [25]. The four mono- pharmacist 

eliminates the four fundamental causes of all mental illness (other 
conjecture). Pulsani corresponds to second scheme in the space-time 

established by the anticipated recognition given by cosmogonist perception. 

The integral medicine is the medicine of the future, 
which integrates, on the one hand, the holistic medicines 
[23]; on the other hand, it tries to generalize the types of 
homeopathic and herbalist medicines through the active 
substances extracted under quantum processes (it extracts 
only their energy). In the latter point, the so-called quantum 
medicine is a synonymous one of the integral medicine, as 
for that the processes of medication and cure are on the 
handling of the energy of the body, the reconstitution of 
their field and the restoration of the whole organism from 
the atomic level [3]. 

As it has been said in previous researches [2], [3], there 
is only one cause of any illness that is the atomic collateral 
damage. 
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TECHNICAL NOTATION AND UNITS 

B Part of system of the human body 
B  all human body 
H1(A, B)  space of similarity relations on first duality 

                effective energy that spilled an action  (+/−1/2) 
                effective energy that reverted an action 
(−/+1/2) 

∆E  incremental effective energy 
x(s)  water exchange rate 
eNeurosis  neurosis effect 
eLiver  Liver effect 
eDuodenum  neurosis effect 
X                    Vital field 
ℑ                    Action of field 
X(B)               Image of the Field on one part of the body  
H2(A, B) space of similarity relations on second duality  
TB±  vector bundle of ionic interchange of the field 

 string diagrams used to represent binary codes  
G  transition graph 
(s)               anomalous code (symptom) = cause of illness    
M effectiveness in the space-time of mind/body  
El  effectiveness/path walked approximate value  
Ra continuum quantum factor (Newman factor) 
Oc(x(s))          conscience state to the thought x(s)  
M                   mind 
ne−  free electron densities 
nm                  nanometers 
V                    microvolts 
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